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Introduction 

There were three elements to my project this summer: 

1. To research the history of the Water Garden 

2. Continue to increase plant knowledge from university studies  

3. Work within the garden and increase maintenance knowledge and understand the goings on 

within a working garden- especially that of the Rose garden  

As the summer rolled on it became apparent that the Water Garden project was becoming 

increasingly more engaging as the historical layers were gradually peeled back revealing a little more 

each time. We all became hooked.  

Trewithen Gardens are unique in style, through the history and the passion of those who work and 

love the garden that set it apart from other gardens making it a hidden treasure.  The Water Garden 

is a place where generations have left their mark leaving a beautiful mix of C18th formal avenues, 

C19th picturesque ponds and not forgetting the C20th collection of plants from the time of the plant 

man’s garden. The only problem is how to unravel the layers of history that have set their mark on 

the landscape without destroying the sheer atmosphere that makes the space so unique. No garden 

has had so many changes quite like the Water Garden at Trewithen. In fact there seems to have 

been significant adaptations almost every 20 years. The exciting bit is uncovering those lost secrets 

of the past and working out how to create a garden that pays respect to all eras.  
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With thanks 

Merlin Trust 

The bursary has given me the time and resources that I could only wish for, and a chance in a life 

time to spend so much time researching and exploring the past of some of our most loved gardens 

and estates. Something I am absolutely passionate about. Without the Merlin Trust this summer I 

don’t think I would have quite found that ‘niche’ everyone needs to find and aspire to.  

Trewithen  

I am grateful to Mr Galsworthy for allowing me to work at Trewithen this summer and research into 

his family history. His continual support and guidance has been a tremendous help and fundamental 

in finding the right sources to help me move forward.  

Having volunteered at Trewithen now for 4 years the garden and the people that work there have 

been a major part of helping me discover the pleasure that comes with working with gardens: both 

practically and the theory behind it. They have helped me grow as a person and have supported me 

in becoming the best I can be. Without the Trewithen teams support not only this summer but in the 

last four years I would not be where I am today, their continued guidance is such an honour. I’m very 

honoured to be part of the Trewithen family and hopefully help them create something beautiful. 

In addition 

A big thank you to everyone who took the time in their busy schedules to reply to my constant 

emails this summer and look into all my queries.  
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Merlin Trust project proposal 

Trainee name: Inez Williams  

Garden: Trewithen Gardens  

June -September 2012 

Part 1 

Title    Water Garden restoration  

 Project summery 

 To research the history of the Water Garden 

 To develop and enhance the existing elements of the garden to evaluate the present 

 situation and then develop a plan for the future development   

 To research and develop a planting list for each situation  

 To evaluate the existing structures with the idea to renovate where needed 

Part 2 

 Continue to increase plant knowledge from university studies by: 

  Weekly plant walks and tests of maximum 10 plants  

  Research plants suited to the Water Garden e.g. Himalayan and alpine plants  

  Research plant hunters  

 Shown in summer journal and reading lists  

Part 3 

Work within the garden and increase maintenance knowledge and understand the goings on 

within a working garden- especially that of the Rose garden  

Shown in summer journal  
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Brief history of Trewithen and its family 

Philip Hawkins first bought Trewithen from Courtney Williams (relation of the Earl of Devon at 

Powderham Castle, Exeter) in 1715 (Irving, no date). Phillip was the first of the Hawkins family to 

make a real impact on Trewithen, beginning the years of change that makes the historic estate what 

we see today. The London architect Thomas Edwards was hired to rebuild the house and redesign 

the layout of the deer park (Irving, no date).  In 1730 the Cornish historian Tonkin wrote of 

Trewithen that Phillip Hawkins…’now resides there and has much improved the seat, new built a 

great part of the house, made good gardens etc.’ (Irving, no date).  

Phillip died childless in 1737 leaving the estate to his young nephew Thomas Hawkins, (aged 14) 

(Trewithen Gardens Ltd, 2012).  It was Thomas that carried on the work of his Uncles, rebuilding the 

house and redesigning the grounds. Before his Uncle’s death Thomas spent many weeks at 

Trewithen and by the time he was 21 had composed a notebook on the care and propagation of 

trees. As Irving has stated in ‘The Hawkins of Trewithen’ (no date) ‘the surrounding woodland has 

had good fortune to be owned by people who care for trees’, the care that went into the grounds is 

an aspect that those visiting the Trewithen of today can still view and admire. Thomas busied 

himself by constructing grand woodlands and gardens, that included shaded walks and many varying 

English and Foreign plant specimens and flowering shrubs (Trewithen Gardens Ltd, 2012). The 

fashion of the time was to ‘borrow’ from the surrounding landscape and enhance the natural 

environment to create the picturesque landscapes seen in classical landscape paintings. Imagine a 

naturalistic landscape with flowering shrubs under the trees, and cattle casually moving through the 

Hawkins estate and you can conceptualise what was being created here.  Sadly, Thomas died in 1766 

after having himself inoculated against smallpox as an example to his tenants and the estate passed 

to his eldest surviving son Christopher, a minor when he inherited (Irving, No date).  

 

Plate (1) View of Trewithen House from Williams Borlase, ‘Natural History of Cornwall’ (1758, first ed.) (Banks, 

1993) 

Christopher Hawkins, who later became ‘Sir’, was both a generous and mean man (Irving, no date). 

He built up the estate to take advantage of the continuing growth of Cornwall’s industrial revolution 

through the mining of tin and clay (Trewithen gardens Ltd, 2012). His most famous ownership being 

the East Wheal Rose mine, Sir Christopher became an even wealthier man, with the ore from the 

East Wheal Rose mine alone in 1840 selling for £86,000 (Irving, no date). Hawkins never married, 

though he contributed enormously to Cornwall and Trewithen. His many achievements included re-
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building the harbor at Pentewan and the great breakwater at St Ives, endowing local schools and 

building new ones. He became patron to the most famous Cornishman Richard Trevithick's and 

commissioned the world's first steam thrashing machine from him (Irving, no date). Trewithen was 

expanded, throughout Christopher’s ownership, to the extent that he ‘could ride from one side of 

Cornwall to the other without setting hoof on another man's soil' (Irving, no date). As well as being 

given the appointment of Vice Lord Warden of the Stannaries’, by the Duchy of Cornwall, he was 

awarded a baronetcy by the Government for his unwavering support of parliament (Trewithen 

gardens Ltd, 2012). 

 

Plate (2) Topographical view of Trewithen House from the north C. 1746 Irving (no date) 

 

Plate (3) Trewithen south front C. 1830, Irving (no date) 

On Sir Christopher’s death in 1829, Trewithen passed to his nephew CHT Hawkins but until 1841 the 

estate was administrated by his father John Hawkins who built Bignor Park in Sussex (Irving, no 

date). A real renaissance man, John Hawkins travelled widely and was a patron of the arts, a Fellow 

of the Royal Society and a founding member of the Royal Horticultural Society (Trewithen gardens 

Ltd, 2012). On his travels John Hawkins followed the trend and went on the ‘Grand Tour’ encouraged 

by those of wealthier families to increase their knowledge of the world and become inspired by the 

classical period, accompanied by his good friend John Sibthorp (Bignor Park Ltd, 2012). At Trinity 

College Hawkins acquired a taste for geology, horticulture and archeology (Irving, no date).  

However unlike many who travelled to Italy the two friends travelled to Greece.  During the 

expedition the couple began their monumental volume ‘Flora of Greaca’ (Irving, no date) 

accompanied by beautiful illustrations and journals written by Hawkins on the geology, history and 

archeology of Greece (Irving, no date). It is therefore no surprise when John Hawkins came to re-

design Bignor Park he hired the picturesque designer William Sawry Gilpin (Bignor Park Ltd, 2012). 

John is famed on the estate for planting many trees around the park - including Holm Oaks from 

acorns he collected at Bignor Park. The two estates became much more intertwined by sharing 
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seedlings and there is some evidence that they also shared design concepts. Much loved by both his 

tenants and the local community (Irving, no date), he died at Trewithen in 1841. The connection 

between Trewithen, Bignor Park their owner, his travels and the designers is discussed further on.  

The link between Bignor and Trewithen through John could be fundamental into understanding the 

design instrumented at Bignor Park and those at Trewithen. The Georgian period was a time of huge 

development in the English Landscapes. The Water Garden seems to have been subjected to a lot of 

change within a short period of time, passing through three generations with differing tastes in a 

period of 50 years. 

Henry Hawkins, known as CHT (Trewithen gardens Ltd, 2012), having inherited a vast fortune, chose 

to live either at Bignor Park or in his new London house at 1 Portland Square (Trewithen gardens Ltd 

2012). There is no evidence to suggest CHT ever visited Trewithen (Irving, no date), or any suggesting 

that CHT took any interest in the gardens. Meaning during his ownership the gardens were left 

dormant maintained so they just ticked over. 

CHT married but alas had no children leaving the estate to his nephew the son of his younger sister 

(Mary Anne Hawkins married Rev George Dempster Johnstone) (Irving, no date). Mary’s son John 

Johnstone inherited his Uncles estate in 1903 but survived his benefactor by only a year and the 

inheritance was passed to his son George Horace Johnstone (Irving, no date). George Johnstone is 

the most famous character within Trewithen’s history books, and is the man that created the garden 

that is famous for its collection of plants. 

Paradoxically, Trewithen has been both lucky and unlucky with its owners. Having had many 

generations of proprietors that love the outdoors and gardens it has throughout its history been a 

garden for the plants man (Banks, 1993): a concept that is continued to this day. However, in other 

ways it has been unfortunate in having so many owners in such a short space of time, each with 

different ideas and ways of living. The estate changed many times within a short space of time with 

each concept not really having the time needed to mature and make its true mark on the landscape.  

Through researching the history behind the Water Garden it is the era between Christopher and 

John Hawkins of Bignor Park that I have come to suspect holds the key to opening up the Water 

Garden’s past and enable to recreate something spectacular once again in the atmospheric garden.  
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History of the Water Garden 

Introduction  

The garden known to us today as the Water Garden would have original been the main pleasure 

grounds of the house and would have original been the Water Garden and Eagle Ponds combined 

(Private source) as one to create a large picturesque garden. With what was the main drive leading 

through the garden from the main road to Tregony following up to the south entrance of the house; 

where the south lawn is now (Banks, 1993). The area closest to the house, known as the Wilderness 

would have been an area left as part of the picturesque landscape within the deer park (Banks, 

1993).  

Trewithen has been passed from hand to hand many times over the years; especially between the 

1800’s. And this can perhaps be the reason behind why the Water Garden was designed and 

redesigned so frequently within such a short period.   

Although there are many maps showcasing base plans of the Water Garden, little is known about the 

details of the design, no artist impressions or detailed written descriptions exist to help the 

investigation: In all not unusual as many historical estates over time loose documents through 

change of hands, accidents or just casual misplacement. The lack of fresh evidence can be seen in 

two lights as a godsend or as a more trouble. It does allow us room for some artistic license( in 

general you are not met with so many boundaries cause by the historical significance of a piece of 

evidence)  but could also mean the first stages of re-design could potentially be complicated as the 

first decisions on what path to take may be difficult. Here are some questions that have been met 

with throughout the project: 

 Do you recreate the garden to a particular period, or try and incorporate the best aspects of 

each era? 

 How do you recreate a design when there are no plans? 

 How important is historical accuracy when little is known about the different periods? 
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Research 

Trewithen is an important example of an Estate which has transformed significantly between the 

first quarter of the C18th and the mid C19th but has been altered very little since (Banks, 1993). 

Some of the most prominent architects of the period were employed by successive generations of 

the family to remodel the house and the surrounding grounds (Banks, 1993). James Gibbs, Thomas 

Edwards, Robert Taylor and Joseph Gandy all contributed to the estate we see today, while the 

lesser known designer Henry St Aubyn made proposals for the alterations that significantly enlarged 

the ornamental picturesque landscape, and is an especially important character in the research of 

the Water Garden.  

This section shows a breakdown of different periods within the garden (the eras are based on the 

maps that survive each created for a different owner and show very different designs) 

 1715 

Phillip Hawkins bought Trewithen and began the initial alterations to the medieval mansion.  

 1730 

Rough design of the house and surrounding grounds was drawn out, thought to be designed by 

James Gibbs. 

 1738 

Philip Hawkins dies; Thomas Hawkins succeeds him 

 1738-1740 

An account for the buildings at Trewithen; regular payments to Mr Thomas Edwards surveyor, the 

money was generally paid ‘per potter’, is. John Potter, who appears to have been either Edward’s 

agent or the building contractor (Banks, 1993) 

 1747 

‘A plan of the Barton House and gardens of Trewithen: The seat of Thomas Hawkins Esq’ (Plate 4) 

This is the oldest surviving plan of the house and grounds which describes the names and the 

dimensions of the surrounding fields, giving an idea of how the deer park and pleasure grounds 

expanded over the years. 
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 Two rides lead to the house and Pleasure ground from the south-west and from the south (Banks, 

1993).  

 

 

Plate (4) ‘A plan of the Barton House and gardens of Trewithen: The seat of Thomas Hawkins Esq’ 

 1757 

Heywood (Thomas Hawkins’ son in law) in his diary talks of going to fish in a little river about a mile 

away- if the ponds had been in existence as fish ponds (as suggested in Fox, 2006) he would very 

likely have referred to them (Fox, 2006). The river he refers to could either be the Water Garden or 

the river Fal (1 mile east of Trewithen).  

 1760 

Rough plan of house and court showing Undertown avenue and approach roads  

 1763/4 

South and east front of house remodelled by Sir Robert Taylor for Thomas Hawkins  

The plan is yet to show 

the Eagle Ponds 

instigating these were 

yet in place. But the 

plan hints there may be 

preparations for the 

future as a path draws 

up to the left from the 

main drive along the 

natural stream. 

The small stream winds 

its way down through 

the Water Garden to 

Bottom Pond. 

Off the main road to Tregony the 

focal drive that lead to the now 

south entrance of the house is 

surrounded by a formal avenue of 

trees. 
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 1766 

Thomas Hawkins dies; succeeded by Sir Christopher Hawkins 

 1794-1824 

Monthly wages indicate that gardeners and garden labourer were being paid for the following 

(Banks, 1993): 

Picking, ploughing, trenching, tying trees, planting, nets for trees, baskets, shreds for trees, killing 

birds and rats, catching moles, destroying wasps, hoeing and weeding. Few of these activities are 

specific to the development or cultivation of the park and garden (Banks, 1993). This shows that 

during this period there was little development down in the Water Garden until 1824.   

 1805 

Sir Christophers’ brother John Hawkins bought Bignor Park West Sussex and began rebuilding the 

house with London architect Henry Harrison (Banks, 1993). He was a major contributor to what you 

see now on the Sussex estate. Hiring the very influential designer Williams Sawry Gilpin to redesign 

Bignor’s Water Garden in the picturesque style, (all that remains of the garden is a photograph taken 

in the 1900’s as the garden was later destroyed). The link between Bignor and Trewithen and the 

influence of John Hawkins and his designers are an element that is further discussed later  

 

Plate (5) Illustration of Bignor park: Bignor Park (2012), Garden Map, http://www.bignorpark.co.uk/index.php/map 
[accessed 11th December 2012] 

 1807 

Plans do not exist for the proposed design for the garden and house but Gandy’s designs for garden 

features do in rough sketches called ‘Plan and elevation of a design for cottage lodges and gate for 

labourers and their families’. The plans show the intended style of his concepts in the very 

fashionable picturesque style of the time 

July: signed and dated sketch of ‘Plan and elevation of a design for cottage Lodges and Gate for 

Labourers and their families/ J. Gandy July 1807’ included in the ‘Designs for Cottages, Cottage 

Farms, and other buildings; including entrance gates and lodges. Joseph Gandy, London 1805’ 

 1824 

Cleaning walks to mount and grotto 

http://www.bignorpark.co.uk/index.php/map
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There are areas in the Water Garden that look like alcoves built into the south facing terracing. The 

largest being where George Johnstone rebuilt a summer house on the foundations of a previous 

structure this could be where the Grotto existed as this was a common feature in picturesque 

gardens of the time. 

 1824 

Plan for the alteration and improvement of Trewithen Park in the county of Cornwall The property of 

Sir Christopher Hawkins Baronet Member of Parliament and F.S.A., by H. St Aubyn 1824 (Plate 6), 

Surveyor and Land Agent, 84 Lemon Street, Truro  

The main points of change in the St Aubyn plan are: 

 Formation of a number of ornamental pools along the course of existing streams 

 Creation of a new approach drive through the Mengawidden  

 Create a picturesque circuit walk around Great down  

 

Plate(6) Plan for the alteration and improvement of Trewithen Park in the county of Cornwall The property of Sir 

Christopher Hawkins., by H. St Aubyn 1824 

Fox suggest a set of 5 ponds 

were included in design 

Circular walk around garden 

continuing on from the old 

main drive to house  

Ornamental planting around 

circular walk 

Bottom pond no longer 

exists, appear lightly planted 

on plan  

Formality of drive is taken away by 

under planting woodland creating 

sweeping path down to the garden 

Continuation of circular walk 

to connect the path back up 

to the new drive that leads to 

the house 

Increased density of 

woodland 

Menagwidden: where St 

Aubyn suggests a new drive 

be placed-does not exist  
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The gardens were later described by the historian Fortescue Hitchings in The History of Cornwall 

(vol. 2) in which he describes: 

‘It’s views are commanding, and it is a conspicuous object from many places at a considerable 

distance…The grounds…render it pleasant, and the trees which in several directions surround the 

mansion impart to it a degree of correspondent dignity.’  

 Henry St Aubyn  

The Molesworth-St Aubyns of Pencarrow Cornwall feature prominently throughout Cornwall’s 

history. The name St Aubyn is associated throughout the industrial and social history of Cornwall. 

With such a defined family history and an unusual name it was at first believed that there may be a 

link between the Trewithen surveyor and the family which may have shed a light on the elusive 

character. However Henry St. Aubyn the surveyor does not appear majorly on the Pencarrow radar 

at any stage of the Molesworth family history – it has been suggested that he could be one of the 

numerous illegitimate children sired by the 5th and last Baronet before his death in 1839 (Director, 

William Moleswoth-St Aubyn, September 2012 ). He remains for now quite an abstract character 

considering his importance in the design process at Trewithen.  However what we do know is that he 

was a surveyor who worked for a firm whose offices were based at 84 Lemon street Truro, his other 

major works are still unknown.  

 1824 

Description of Trewithen from Fortescue Hitchens the History of Cornwall (vol. 2) describes 

Trewithen:  

‘The seat of Sir Christopher Hawkins Bart stands on rising ground facing the public road leading from 

St Austell to Truro. Its views are commanding, and it is a conspicuous object from many places at a 

considerable distance; but its aspect is unfavourable, being directed towards the north and exposed 

to the violence of the storms which blew from the quarter. The grounds in its vicinity, however, 

render it pleasant, and the trees, which in several directions surround the mansion impact to it a 

degree of correspondent dignity.’ 

 1826 

Gathering acorns, thorn-berries and chestnuts’ (by the gallon)  

 1827 

Paid: 

 ‘Mr Roberts for taking up 1000 Dutch Elms 0-5-0’ 

 ‘Paid for Galhenny Sycamore seed 0-3-0’ 

Sir Christopher wrote to the Secretary of the RHS to extol the excellent qualities of two Cornish 

varieties of eating apples- the Cornish Aromatic and thee Cornish July flower or ‘Gilliflower’- both of 

which were said to have been native to the county for centuries. In the same letter he drew 
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attention of the society to the Cornish practice of cultivating winter potatoes which could be planted 

in the same ground that has already borne an early crop (Banks, 1993). 

 1829 

Death of Sir Christopher Hawkins; succeeded by C.H. T Hawkins  

 1830  

Watercolour view of Trewithen House from the south 

 1839 

3 simple ponds are present where Eagle Ponds is. A small building possible a summer house is 

depicted on both maps of the C19th.   

 1840 

John Hawkins brother of Sir Christopher planted holm oaks in Trewithen Park from acorns gathered 

at Bignor Park. 

 1841  

 

 

Plate (7) Plan of Trewithen and other Lands in the Parish of Probus, Cornwall, Property of C. H. T Hawkins R. Symons  

The 1841 plan shows a 

much more formal 

design of Eagle Ponds. In 

other studies carried out 

on the Water Gardens it 

has been suggested that 

the ponds were used as 

duck decoys (Fox, 2006). 

The large expanse of 

white stone used as a 

dam could show an 

influence from the 

classical period through 

John Hawkins of Bignor 

Park and his travels to 

Greece and the influence 

of the classical period 

may also be a possibility.  

The planting still seems 

informal with the 

northern planting 

staggering out into the 

field 

Shortened 

path cutting 

the bottom 

corner of the 

garden 

Charles Fox 

suggested this be 

where a lookout hut 

was placed for the 

duck decoys 
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 CHT Hawkins 

CHT Hawkins took an active interest in Trewithen in his early years of owning the estate and was 

carrying out improvements in line with the ST Aubyn plan. A letter dated 16th February from Henry 

Trethewy to CHT Hawkins (Banks, 1993) explains: 

‘We have now rooted out the trees at the Western gate, leaving the old scotch fir as you requested. 

The ground has been deeply trenched, railed off, and is now ready for planting, as is also the spot in 

the field near the kennel gate. If it be your wish to destroy the fence north of the road near the latter 

gat and sink a Ha-Ha, it will be better to commence at once, as the thorns may be taken up and 

replanted for some other fence, and the Ha-Ha made in the summer.’  

Hawkins noted in the margin ‘Thorns better be taken up. Consider whether Ha-Ha or invisible fence 

preferable’ 

However after this correspondence which we presume relates to the beech and holm oak to the east 

of the main approach  there is no evidence to suggest this interest in the estate or gardens at 

Trewithen carried on, with this work being the last of any significant landscaping in the garden. 

 Between 1829-1841: The relationship between Trewithen and Bignor Park  

An influence from Bignor Park from John Hawkins seemed like a likely inspiration source for the 

design of the picturesque Water Garden in the 19th Century. Unlike Trewithen’s Water Garden the 

Water Garden (known as the bog garden) at Bignor Park now no longer exists (Bignor Park, 2012): 

With only two photos taken from the 1910 left.  The photos shown in Plate (8&9) show a very 

luscious space with two small fountains rising up from the middle of the pond. . It was common 

practice in the 18th and 19th century for gardens and landowners to share inspiration, designs and 

designers meaning many gardens are interlinked in their design principles allowing insight into the 

practice of the time. It is known that a decoy pond was present at Bignor so although further 

research is needed to understand the connection completely it could be suggested that it is likely the 

two gardens are interconnected, in more way than one. 

              

Plate (8 and 9) Pictures taken at Bignor park of their Bog/Water Garden in 1910 designed by William Sawry Gilpin for John 

Hakwins (Bignor park, 2012) 
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 1884 

        

 

Plate (10) Ordnance survey, 1
st

 edition  

 1903 

Death of C.H.T Hawkins; succeeded by John Heywood Johnstone  

 1904 

Death of John Heywood Johnstone; succeeded by George Johnstone  

 1905 

George Johnstone begins introducing exotic plants. Rhododendron javanicum and Lotus 

peliorhynchus the first recorded followed by a hundred Rhododendron arboretum (Banks, 1993). 

 

 

Between the 1841 and the 

1884 plans there is a 

noticeable difference in the 

structure of Eagle Ponds. 

The earlier design in 1841 

shows a more rigid formal 

design to the 1888 ponds 

whilst the latter shows a 

breakup of the formality 

creating a very obvious 

difference in the 3 ponds.  

 The Duck pond is 

constructed  

Stream is narrowed no 

longer shows huge 

definition in garden 

Quarry pond does not 

appear clearly on 

Survey 

Feeder pond 
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 1908 

 

 

Plate (11) Ordnance survey, 2
nd

 edition 

 1914 

Compulsory felling of 300 mature beech trees in response to a government order for timber, to help 

the war effort, this opened up the southern end of the Great lawn and gave the Wilderness garden 

its present layout. Opening up the area around the house meant Johnstone could continue his plant 

collections nearer to the house. Meaning the Water Garden gradually became more and more 

disused as the years carried on.   

George Johnstone’s legacy was not his design concepts but his plants as George Johnstone created 

his plants man garden filled with the exotic plants from Asia, Australasia and specifically the 

Himalayas. Due to the First and Second World Wars many gardens, most famously Heligan, lost a lot 

of estate staff meaning that it just was not feasible to continue on with large high maintenance 

gardens. The ponds which double the space of the Water Garden could have easily been a victim of 

the War like so many of Cornwall’s great gardens including Trebah and Heligan.  

The shape of Eagle ponds 

from the 1888 Ordnance 

survey does not change.  

The Duck Pond created 

only 20 years before has 

disappeared but a cleared 

area of woodland replaces 

it. 

Area with ornamental coniferous plants looks cleared 

of woodland in this plan suggesting George Johnstone 

planned were made to replant area coniferous 

ornamental woodland present today after this survey 

had taken place. 

Quarry pond seems to 

have become larger in 

size to previous plans but 

has since silted up again. 

Shows the path that 

routes around the garden 

first major evidence of a 

path around Eagle Ponds. 
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The story continues 

George Johnstone is famous in the Trewithen family for recovering two stone Eagles from the head 

of the main ponds in the Water Garden. (Head Gardener, Gary Long, July 2012): This lead to the 

ponds being named Eagle Ponds from then onwards. It is almost certain that the ponds have been 

existence since 1824. Although their true usage is still questionable its safe to say it has changed 

over time. Its mysteries like this and the gaps in the story that continue the suspense of the story of 

the Water Garden. The full tale is yet to be completely uncovered, with more accounts from the 

designers, the workers, the owners and those close to the garden still to be discovered. The Water 

Garden restoration project is scheme just in its beginning, unleashing a new generation into the 

excitement of uncovering a ‘lost’ garden. With connections to Bignor Park through John Hawkins, 

and Audley End through Williams Sawry Gilpin the designer at Bignor Park and through George 

Johnstone the Williams’ of Caerhays Castle and George Forrest, the extent of history that could be 

uncovered is boundless.  

The design ideas 

With further discussions with everyone at Trewithen the owners and consultations with the 

professionals as well as further research into the garden, the designs can be further 

expanded and agreed upon. Some initial plans are in the appendix but will need to be 

further expanded. 

 Some aspects that need to be looked at further are: 

 Formality of Eagle Ponds 

 Agree upon the width and length of the stream  

 Agree upon reinstating the Duck pond and the Bottom pond 

 Style of summer house 
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Context 

Trewithen is an estate 5 miles east of Truro in the County of Cornwall in the South West of 

England.  Known for its valley gardens Cornwall in general has a more acidic soil allowing the 

county to grow a range of Rhododendrons, Camellias and Magnolias that in general the rest 

of England cannot grow as well.  

 

Plate (12) shows Cornwall’s position in the south-west of England:  Hubpages. (2012), Cornwall surf holiday: top ten surfing 
beaches in Cornwall, http://londongirl.hubpages.com/hub/Cornwall-holiday-top-ten-surfing-beaches-in-Cornwall--England 
[accessed 1st December 2012] 

 

Plate (13) the red dot shows Trewithen’s position on the South coast between Truro and St Austell : Google (2012), Google 
Maps: Trewithen Cornwall, http://maps.google.co.uk/maps?q=%20cornwall&hl=en&biw=1058&bih=521&ie=UTF-
8&sa=N&tab=il, [accessed 11

th
 December 2012] 

The Home estate of Trewithen covers 1360 hectares. The garden is listed as grade II* but is 

not designated as being outstanding (Banks, 1993). The park lies over gentle rolling hills and 

is arranged around the C18th mansion house to the south are the pleasure grounds known 

as the Wilderness gardens and directly west is a privet walled garden, which on occasions is 

open to the public. 

The estate has been managed by the Hawkins family and their descendants since 1715. 

Further information on this is given in the History of Trewithen section and its family. A list 

http://londongirl.hubpages.com/hub/Cornwall-holiday-top-ten-surfing-beaches-in-Cornwall--England
http://maps.google.co.uk/maps?q=%20cornwall&hl=en&biw=1058&bih=521&ie=UTF-8&sa=N&tab=il
http://maps.google.co.uk/maps?q=%20cornwall&hl=en&biw=1058&bih=521&ie=UTF-8&sa=N&tab=il
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of the members of the family responsible for the management of the estate is given in 

Appendix.   

Soils 

Soil type:  

 Well drained fine loam and fine silt soils over rock (Cranfield University 2012) 

Hydrology:  

 Relatively free draining soil with a large storage capacity over hard impermeable rocks with 

no storage capacity (Cranfield University 2012) 

Parent material: 

 Palaeozoic slatey mudstone and siltstone which creates a fine base material not well drained 

similar in some respects to clay with its small particles (Cranfield University 2012) 

Soil parent material description: 

 Along with the effects of climate, relief, organisms and time, the underlying geology or 

'parent material' has a very strong influence on the development of the soils of England and 

Wales. Through weathering, rocks contribute inorganic mineral grains to the soils and thus 

exhibit control on the soil texture, (Cranfield University 2012) 

Natural soil fertility: 

 Low (Cranfield University 2012) 

Natural soil fertility description: 

 Soil fertility can be greatly altered by land management especially through the application of 

manures, lime and mineral fertilisers. What we see in this map, however, is the presumed 

natural fertility of each soil type. Soils that are very acid have low numbers of soil-living 

organisms and support heathland and acid woodland habitats. These are shown to have very 

low natural fertility. Soils identified as of low natural fertility are usually acid in reaction and 

are associated with a wide range of habitat types (Cranfield University 2012) 

Soil texture: 

 Loamy (Cranfield University 2012) 

Topsoil texture description:  

 Soil texture is a term used in soil science to describe the physical composition of the soil in 

terms of the size of mineral particles in the soil. Specifically, we are concerned with the 

relative proportions of sand, silt and clay (Cranfield University 2012) 
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Management 

The gardens are currently managed by 2 full time gardeners and a team of part-time volunteers 

(Head Gardener, July 2012), due to the high standards met within the Wilderness Garden  and the 

small team available the Water Garden is kept just ticking over, until a time a larger team can be put 

in place. At present the Water Garden's maintenance keeps the garden ticking over. The Water 

Garden almost doubles the size of the Trewithen Gardens as a whole. This means that for the time 

being staffing is limited to effectively manage the space and as such nothing other than the bare 

minimum is possible. This ensures that the team can continue to meet the high standards set in the 

Wilderness Garden. With two full time staff and a team of volunteers the gardening team can only 

go down to the Water Garden to attend to emergency brambling, weeding, and tree maintenance 

when necessary.  

Visitors 

The garden is open from March to September and attracts up to 20,000 visitors a year (Banks, 1993). 

Visitors pay £7.50 (adult price) which permits access to the garden and to the house (on days when it 

is open to the public) (Trewithen Garden Ltd, 2012). The main months of interest tend to be in 

Spring and Autumn when the famous Trewithen magnolias and camellias are out in bloom, however 

in the main Summer tourism season the garden loses out to bigger more publicly well-known 

gardens like Heligan and Eden. Visitors tend to circulate around the Wilderness Garden planted by 

George Johnstone (Banks, 1993). It is the area closest to the tearooms and house and in the most 

recent years has been the main garden and area of interest, for both the family and visitors. 

Why restore the Water Garden?  

The Water Garden has much to offer both the owners and the visitor’s complimenting and enriching 

the overall impression the garden has on one as they walk through the grounds. Great care and 

sensitivity is needed in the planning stages to ensure that the restoration process does not adversely 

impact upon the water catchment, surrounding land, wildlife, archaeology and historical integrity 

(Pring, 2006). As well as making sure that you do not lose that element that makes the Water 

Garden so unique.   In terms of the historic environment of the ponds there are two main 

considerations to why they should be restored (Cambell, 2011): 

 The feature itself  

The shape, size and form are of inherent interest and importance, and the feature could be 

part of a more extensive network of linked features. Works that alter or remove a feature’s 

original shape, profile and characteristics should be avoided. 

 The remains preserved within the feature  

These are indicative of past human activities and past environmental conditions, and include the 

archaeology (such as structures and artefacts) and the paleoecology (such as plant and animal 

remains). In order to understand the order, or chronology, in which the remains accumulated, it 

is important that the stratigraphy of the sediment layers (e.g. lake muds) within which they lie 

remains intact and that mixing of sediments is avoided; in most cases sediments become 

progressively younger up through the sequence. 
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Management plan 

Why have management plans? 

Management plans are tools that can be used to indicate what a garden ‘has’ and ‘where’ it is going 

(Ruckham, 1990). Management plans are put together by identifying valued species, structures, 

habitats. This includes particularly rare and significant species, structures and designs that have 

historical significance (Ruckham, 1990).  In addition the plans also highlight areas that are less 

valued, that need restoring, and redesigning (Ruckham, 1990). The idea is that the management plan 

helps to organize a straightforward easy to understand basis for the goings on in a garden.  

Existing condition of the Water Garden  

 Description: 

As you walk down from the Wilderness Garden to the Water Garden there’s a certain 

intoxicating, if axiomatic, change in the atmosphere as you step down into a partially hidden, 

overgrown landscape. The overgrown trees that surround the weaving, uneven, undulating 

path grow high above you, leaving you with interesting, mood enhancing dapples of light to 

draw you in.  

 

 

Plate (13) shows panoramic of old main drive down to the Water Garden (Williams 2012) 

The tunnel through which you enter the Water Garden creates that element of surprise 

which releases you into an open space once inseparably linked to, and dominated by, the old 

ponds. Light and airy it’s a world of its own that transports you to a ‘Secret Garden’: 

peaceful, exotic and wild.  

 

 

Plate (14) shows the narrowed ‘tunnel’ entrance that releases you into the Water Garden(Williams, 2012) 

As you approach the area you’re met by the most obvious evidence that there were once a 

series of large ponds within the garden. Today a small stream trickles down through the area 
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weaving its way through the silted beds. Over the years the water’s edge has become 

overgrown with self-seeded common fuscias and skunk cabbages.  

 

Plate (15) Common fuscia that has self-seeded itself within the Water Garden (Williams, 2012) 

Additionally other plants have been planted in an attempt to control the garden in previous 

years and add some interest around the circular walk, some successful and in keeping with 

the original planting by Johnstone like the giant gunnera whilst others like the hydrangeas 

are ineffective and look very much out of place within the exotic Water Garden. The garden 

is a true mix of old and new, tame and wild. 

 Planting: 

Beech seedlings, now grown up, tower over the Water Garden only allowing those 

occasional intoxicating dapples of light to extend along the crumbling path. Over time only 

hard species have been able to survive the hundred years since George Johnstone planted 

them. This has meant that many specimen plants, planted by Johnstone, have been left to 

be out competed and devoured by more vigorous species such as the common fuscia, 

restricting the availability of nutrients and water to the less competitive sample species or 

left without the maintenance necessary to ensure their survival.  

 

Plate (16) Shows a panoramic view of one area of planting that’s become medalled with weeds (Williams, 2012) 

Species like Actinidia deliciosa syn. Chinensis (Kiwi Fruit) and Prunus pendula have long 

since disappeared being replaced by the more robust species of bamboo, beech, fuscia and 

campion.  (The full list of plants from George Johnstones’ original plant list can be seen in 

the appendix for further reference) 
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 Hard landscaping 

Most of the hard landscaping in the Water Garden has disappeared over the years. There are 

rumours of a summer house, but for the time being can only be evidenced by the fact there is a 

cleared alcove area that suggests a grotto type space overlooking the old Bottom pond. Apart 

from this, the circular drive put in by Henry St Aubyn in 1824 is in desperate need of some 

maintenance. Wear and tear caused by the run off from the hill and from `walkers have left the 

path in an eroded and fragile condition. It has faded away leaving the roots of the trees 

surrounding it open to the elements. 

 

Plate (17) Shows how the hard materials originally used for the path have been worn away leaving the roots of the 

trees exposed (Williams, 2012) 

The present bridge that runs over the channel between Eagle ponds and the Duck pond is safe 

and modern. In addition the supporting walls are completely enshrouded by weeds and in some 

areas have completely fallen to the ground.  

 

Plate (18) shows panoramic of where one retaining wall has completely collapsed 

Maintenance requirements now  

 Planting  

The first aim is to remove any diseased, dying and dangerous trees as well as those specimens 

that are blocking the light or blocking other plants. In addition remove weeds such as the 

common fuscia, brambles, pink campions and those individuals that are not wanted in the future 

scheme such as the hydrangeas. Once the baseline removal has taken place it will be necessary 

to look at those species you want to keep. These will need to be pruned, trained and 

minimalized as appropriate. An example is the bamboo, Chimono quadrangularis , which 

although appropriate to keep is very vigorous and has started to take over by the main stream 
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heading to the Bottom pond. For this it is recommended to tackle by trimming to a small clump 

and mulching well so it does not shoot further (Head Gardener, Mike Friend, August 2012). 

 

Plate (19) Example of an area in which Chimono quadrangularis has taken over(Williams, 2012) 

George Johnstones’ more valuable plantings like the red Whisteria climbing up the old 

willow tree is in great need of preserving. All these more special planting need preserving as 

a lack of maintenance and old age has meant the plants are more vulnerable: to the 

weather, disease, and wear and tear from the garden being used. It is recommended that 

these plants are preserved for as long as possible (more for the sentimental and historical 

reasons than for its champion qualities).  

 Hard landscaping   

After the removal of the plants the next step would be to make the paths circling the garden 

safe. As the redevelopment continues in the Water Garden though it would not be appropriate 

to fully restore the pathways yet as further construction would mean the paths would soon need 

restoring again. However, in the short term it is suggested that the paths are levelled out and for 

the exposed roots of trees to be protected (for the protection of the trees and so that the public 

and workers do not trip over on the uneven path). In addition retaining walls should be restored 

to make the paths secure from further erosion so they are safe for the use of machinery and 

increased numbers of people as work continues.  The bridge over the stream as you enter the 

garden from the old drive would need to be protected from the heavy machinery and potentially 

reinforced in the short term and in the long term.    

 Ponds 

The ponds are one of the main points of interests in the restoration agenda.  For this however 

considerable excavation and action is needed to prepare the ponds for restoration. Initially the 

areas should be cleared of all weeds and dredged. Before the work begins to reshape the ponds 

to the proposed design this initial heavy work needs to be prioritised, which is explained further 

later. 
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An archaeological watching brief will be required to oversee all stages of the excavation work 

(Wright, 2011). This will be important in helping also to identify more clearly the former 

boundaries of the ponds, which until the area starts to be cleared is somewhat speculative. 

However this research will also help establish the old form of the Eagle Ponds.  

 

Plate (20) shows the stream that flows through the Water Garden and the banks that are gradually enclosing on it 

(Williams, 2012) 

Restoration 

 Planting 

Trewithen is famous for being principally a spring interest garden. The main points of interest at 

Trewithen are the flowering shrubs and trees in spring and autumn time. This can be seen in 

contradictory lights: positive as the garden attracts tourists in the less busy tourist season but 

negative in that in the much busier summer months Trewithen loses out to the larger gardens 

who can offer more interest in the peak times. The Water Garden is a place where this apparent 

paradoxical relationship between the seasonal needs of the visitor can be resolved. It is 

suggested that summer flowering specimens be used to add interest in the peak season as well 

as varying the structure types of the plants used. So not only large growing shrub and tree based 

plants like the Camellias and Rhododendrons (in the Wilderness Garden) but using groundcover, 

climbers and low growing specimens. The proposed idea is to create a natural feel about the 

garden to pay tribute to the fact that the garden has never been finished. The planting alone 

should create this feeling. The idea is to mix the very English design of the 18th and 19th centuries 

subtly with the exotic plants originating from all over Asia and the Australasia’s. Hopefully this 

will recreate something very unique and different to any other restored garden. Something I am 

very keen to promote is the atmosphere within the Water Garden. It’s the atmosphere and 

environment that make it so special and is the one thing that those who use and love the garden 

adore most. Examples of some of the proposed plants are attached (Appendix).   

 Hard Landscaping  

Once the initial clearance has been completed on the ponds you would be able to see 

the last implemented design and complete an archaeological survey. This will help to 

influence and inform the final proposed designs. Understanding the previous layout of 
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the pond will inform the reshaping in the current restoration. However, until this stage 

of the restoration project is completed the final proposals will remain formative: 

although there should be agreed methods and materials in place to speed up the 

process. 

 Use of weirs  

Weirs can be used as a barrier across a river designed to alter the flow characteristics. 

They are usually smaller than most conventional dams and built across a river to cause 

water to pool behind the structure and flow over the top. Weirs are commonly used to 

alter the flow regime of the river, prevent flooding, measure discharge and help render a 

river navigable. This type of managed systems of water flow could be used in three main 

connecting areas around the garden: from the Duck pond to the stream, from the 

stream to the Bottom pond and from the Bottom pond into the natural water course 

that leads out of the garden. Again the design of the Eagle ponds must be agreed upon 

for the water management system to be designed and approved.   

 Sluices  

In the channel that connects the Eagles ponds with the Duck pond it is recommended 

that a type of Sluice be implemented to help control the release of water through the 

garden. The increase in water within the garden is on such a scale that consultation from 

the Environment Agency and a Civil Engineer is recommended to help in the planning of 

capture and release methods within the garden to prevent huge interruptions to the 

natural water table and to prevent loss of water or flooding. A sluice is an effective way 

of releasing water according to what is needed and could be hidden under the 

footbridge that passes over the connecting channel between Eagle ponds and the Duck 

pond.  

 Bridges 

The bridge across the channel between Eagle Ponds and the Duck Pond once the 

restoration is completed as a modern ‘bulky’ structure may look out of context. If 

allowed to complete the garden further research is undertaken into Joseph Gandy’s 

designs to look into creating a bridge that mimics his style. This will then connect his 

designs for the iron gates and railings around the rest of the estate to the Water Garden. 

 Structures 

The summer house that overlooks the Bottom Pond is an element that can be built 

in the final stages. Excavation of the site should leave you with some form of 

acknowledgment of the previous site. The design is that it should only be able to be 

viewed from 2 places in the garden the bottom pond from an opening in the planting 

around it and along the path that leads to it.  
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Extra considerations  

Safety considerations  

 Appoint a competent advisor  

 Risk assessment of build 

 Large expanses of water will always need to be thought about from the very first 

stages of restoration from design to implementing that design:    

 -Think about depth/easy exit paths/safety equipment 

 Steepness of path 

 Poisonous species, plants with spines  

 Large trees  

Signs  

 Fantastic way of telling a story to the public and keeping them interested 

 Include diagrams showing particular points of interest (e.g. a rare plant)  

 Tell the story of the gardens restoration or of the gardens past owners  

 Create a particular circulation path around garden 

Ecological  

 Ecological research into exotic plant choices and the relationship they will have with 

the native habitat and species 

 Relationship between flora and fauna  

 Creating habitats  
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Planting recommendations 

 Planting by George Johnstone  

George Johnstone is famous at Trewithen for his development of the top garden. Where he is 

renowned for ‘letting in the light’ by cutting down the Beech woods and replanting the area with 

new and exotic species sent to him by George Forrest from his travels through China. However 

what some don’t realize is that George Johnstone began his redevelopment of the garden down 

in the Water Garden before moving up to what is now the main garden (Head Gardener, Gary 

Long, August 2012). The planting list that exists written by the man himself is a fundamental 

piece of evidence that can support the replanting of the area. Many of the trees and large shrubs 

planted by Johnstone can still be seen today. A little larger than when their grower seeded them 

100 years ago. Also planted were many less hardy plants that have been lost due to lack of 

maintenance and more vigorous species taking over. The first step of replanting would be to 

highlight those lost and replant.  

 

Plate (21) shows one of the plants planted by George Johnstone that has been hit hard with the wet summers and cold 

winters the garden has experienced the last few years 

 Weeds 

Over the years many more vigorous plants have taken over and self-seeded. Plants like Beech 
and the common fuscia. At the moment the common fuscias add an element of colour around 
the Water Garden however when the restoration begins it would be necessary to remover these 
plants to allow for space for the ornamental planting. In addition the current planting of trees in 
the Water Garden mean the space lacks natural light, as the trees whether self-seeded or not, 
overcrowding the space. To increase the natural light and space it would be necessary to go 
through the suggested areas and remove any unwanted, diseased, damaged or dying trees, 
whilst also regenerating the specimen plants. The idea is that the planting design is based on 
keeping the sense of wildness that runs through the Water Garden:  so carefully pick out old, 
oddly shaped and maybe even dead tree trunks, which in the right place will keep the untamed 
look.  
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New planting 

 Planting philosophy  

The idea behind the new planting is to continue George Johnstone’s principles of collecting and 

widening Trewithen’s plant data base but also to use the planting to keep the sense of an 

untamed garden. This is because the atmosphere down in the Water Garden is what makes it so 

magical, stimulating and inspiring. The sense of a garden full of secrets takes people back to 

reading ‘The secret garden’ in their childhood and is a way of captivating an audience and allow 

them to become lost ‘in a magical world’.  

 Planting ideas  

The top garden is very much a tree and shrub garden with little ground cover plants as the main 

areas of attraction are the flowers of the Rhododendrons, Camellias and Magnolias. Through 

researching other gardens around Cornwall it came to my attention that many used the same 

plants were used over and over again and did not vary the varieties to add new elements of 

interest. With this in mind it would be a good idea to be different and create new elements of 

interest and make use of the more sheltered and humid space to plant new plants and continue 

George Johnston’s work ethics of collecting new and thought-provoking plants. For inspiration I 

looked into plants of the alpines and Himalayas as Cornwall’s climate allows these plants to 

thrive. Examples of plants that could be planted are seen in Appendix.  
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Panoramic images of the Water garden  
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Courtesy of Trewithen  
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Courtesy of Bignor park 
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Contour model of site  

    

    


